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Will Kennedy (GBR)
 
(London/Glasgow)
I mostly paint / draw from life outside and am 

interested in scenes with a tension between 

natural and human made structures. The 

kinds of places which are tangible but dispa-

rate compositional elements melt in to each 

other, changing form gradually like clouds 

and running water.

residency
foundation B.a.d

Olivier Scheff er (NLD) 

Roof-Dream
I have a ‘Roof-Dream’, I dream of building 

on a roof. I would like to stay in Rotterdam 

or rather on top of Rotterdam. I want to 

build on an existing fl at with a fl at roof. 
What I want to build has to be very sustain-

able, even a bit off -the-grid, I want to create 

a large garden, generate solar energy and 

start using rainwater. I have a very cool roof 

in mind, I am exploring that, it is big enough 

to realize my roof dream, including the 
garden. 

DakDroom.nl
Base80.nl

residency
foundation B.a.d

Miku Sato (JAP)
 
Miku Sato currently works in the Nether-

lands and Japan. Her practice is based on 

her fi eldwork of specifi c places, where she 

starts up a project delegating her intention 

to the local people she selects. Through vid-

eo, installation and people’s participatory 

action, she explores new perspectives and 

the alternative possibility of a relationship 

between individuals and the world as well 

as passivity and proactivity in society. Her 

quest is to develop a new way of composing 

storytelling, taking a diff erent approach 

from journalism, shining a diff erent light 

on the past and present, and retelling the 

stories of the world.  

MikuSato.com

Zimmerfrei#2/#3_guest houses 
NAC foundation

collective Art Ashram (DEU)

Florian Dietrich, Georg Scherlin, Klara 
Adam, Diana Righini, Nelli David and 
Markus Zimmermann a.o.

Art Ashram was founded in 2015 and refers 

to a place of joint artistic work. Through a 

series of residencies, a permeable collective 

was formed with a fi xed core and changing

participants. All of them share an interest in 

making knowledge, skills, and ideas available

to one another as an economic means of 

production within the group, thereby creating

an autonomous work that transcends the 

limits of the individual. 
The community of Art Ashram manifests in 

diff erent forms of culture. We develop new

business models, engage in commercial per-

fume production, invent analogue mining 

games, and occupy exhibition spaces. With 

their particular rules, these games aim to

create a collective experience and invite the 

audience to become complicit. Irony, mani-

pulation, seduction, and humour play a deci-

sive part in this process. 
Drawing from old cultural techniques, we 

question the conventional structure of time, 

work, and product. In making participants 

sensitive to the state of self-forgetfulness,

aesthetics, utility, and value take on a personal

meaning.

www.artashram.net

State of the City#12
Paviljoen aan het Water

collective Chuglu (FRA) 

Enzo Accardi, Pierre-Étienne Ursault, 
Clémence Mimault, Souhila Larabi and 
Daniel Mitelberg

“Chuglu is what make life more interesting 

than art” , Robert Filliou once said.
We met in Marseille, we made happenings 

and events, where ever ideas are found or 

where Chuglu is welcome.
From 1 people up to more. Collective 
adventures, spreading or shrinking spaces. 

Sometimes fun. If you want more info, ask 

us directly or:
collectifchuglu.wordpress.com

Pierre-Étienne Ursault
Dag, my name is Pierre-Etienne. I have come

from Marseille with my Peugeot 205, espe-

cially to taste Rotterdam rain water. I heard 

it has distinctive nature.
I’d really like to share a drink of it with you.

Enzo Accardi
“ I mostly work with sewing but i never did a 

fashion school, i learned all on internet. 
This makes, i think, that i don’t see that 
medium through aesthetic but more in terms 

of functions.
To me, the more interesting part of sewing is 

to search solutions to functionals problems 

in the way that because i had no sewing edu-

cation, i can maybe fi nd more easily unlogic/

uncomon solutions to sewing limits.
My “references” then comes from the func-

tionals clothing: military, fi reman, workers, 

sailors or even robbers..

I wanted to come to Rotterdam to work on 

rain clothing because where i come from, 

Marseille, is a too sunny to do this.
But quickly i discovered a place that i liked a 

lot: big port, home of workers, sailors, a place 

that have a strong architecture linked to in-

dustry and so a strong working class identity.

3 months of residency is too short too fi nd

real clothing solutions to some of the work-

ers problems, so i decided that it will be a 

time used to produce diverses functionals 

prototypes of clothing (jackets, bag and 
more) that mainly dont use sewing at all but 

that is still waterproof.
This is the problem/solution i wanted to 
explore. i wanted also those pieces to refl ect 

my love for all those peoples, workers, sail-

ors, huge boats or even containers i like so 

much. So the colors, fabrics are not chosen 

but 2nd hand picked from workers place.

Other than that i’m also part of a multi-na-

tions Marseille based art collective called 

“Chuglu” where our main goal is to reunite 

people to work together. we mostly do 
performance in public space but it can also 

be video, sculptures, music, sewing, painting, 

workshop with kids or even text.. because we 

think that art is what makes life more inter-

esting than art (aka Robert Filliou)

Portfolio/instagram: iogarenzo”

South Explorer

at foundation B.a.d

12-13-14 November 2021 
12:00-18:00

with: 

Miku Sato (JAP), Will Kennedy (GBR), Olivier Scheffer (NLD),

artists’ collective Art Ashram (DEU); Florian Dietrich, 

Georg Scherlin, Klara Adam, Max Kubitschek, Nelli David and Diana 

Righini and artists’ collective Chuglu (FRA); Enzo Accardi, 

Pierre-Étienne Ursault, Clémence Mimault, Souhila Larabi and 

Daniel Mitelberg.

Zimmerfrei#2/#3_guesthouses NAC foundation, State of the 

City - International residency program Paviljoen aan het Water 

and foundation B.a.d proudly presents their international guest 

artists. 

In the central hall of foundation B.a.d, they present their earlier 

and recent works.

Open: Friday 12th to Sunday 14th of November , 

from 12:00 to 18:00
Location: foundation B.a.d, Talingstraat 5, 3082 MG Rotterdam



Enzo Accardi (FRA)
MR SERIE (part one)

Miku Sato (JAP)
Book & Knife (video 14min.30sec.)

artists’ collective Chuglu (FRA)
Paper & Milk - workshop

Will Kennedy (GBR) 
(drawings - En plain air)

Will Kennedy (GBR) 
Millionaires (video)

Olivier Scheff er (NLD) 
Roof-Dream project proposal

artists’ collective Art Ashram (DEU)  
TO HEAL THE BROKEN WITH THE BROKEN 
SOMETHING II

Art Ashram (Collektiv) presents a series of 
broken ceramics that are displayed as a 
miniature pleasure garden. The garden is 
structured by tiny sceneries and invites the 
individual to fi nd ease and linger. The spec-
tator can take one of the off ered pills, made 
from the pulverised previous art piece of the 
group, as a souvenir and eff ective remedy 
for many problems.
material: ceramic, earthpills 
dimensions: variable

Pierre-Étienne Ursault (FRA)
Rotterdam Regen - (mobile project)

We Are All Guests Bar 
with Ludovic Lacreuse (FRA)

Olivier Scheff er (NLD) 
Circle of B.a.d
My intervention was to remove all vegetation 
and moss as to recover the pavement as it 
was intended. By doing this meticulously 
the place becomes like an archeological 
fi nding, like a spotlight on the past. Because 
it is a perfect circle it is very intense and 
present. You can not not notice it. At fi rst 
sight it is not clear that what you see is the 
recovered original pavement, because of the 
perfect geometry it also looks very artifi cial, 
like you would copy-paste a circle of pave-
ment texture in photoshop into an image of 
wild nature

Laurien Dumbar  (NLD) 
(vitrines Arendsweg)
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studio complex foundation B.a.d

Central Hall
12-13-14 November 2021
12:00-18:00

Talingstraat 5, Charlois Rotterdam

BAR


